## 1. Recent Publications


## 2. Secured Research Grants or Funding

Nil.

## 3. Other Research Activities

**Centre for Comparative Corporate Governance**: Notes

**Jean J du Plessis**, 'Shareholder Primacy and other Stakeholder Interests" (2016) 34 C&SLJ 238-242;


## 4. Law Research Forum Upcoming Seminars

Re- commencing July/August 2016.
5. Upcoming Law School Events

Seminar to be presented by: Solon Solomon on his latest article ‘The Nexus of the Laws of War with Refugee Law and Refugee Vessels in the High Seas’.

Solon Solomon is currently a Visiting Lecturer at King’s College London Dickson Poon School of Law and former member of the Knesset (Israeli Parliament) Legal Department in charge of International and Constitutional Issues.

Solon has previously presented at the University of Melbourne as well as giving a presentation on National Security in the Australian National University. He is scheduled to present his research at King’s at the annual ANZSIL Conference towards the end of June.

Date: Tuesday 28th June 2016.
Where: Burwood: B BL Mtg Room LB5.208: LB Level 5, res-b-lb5-208@deakin.edu.au.
Geelong: *F BL Mtg Room ad2.308 (All Deakin Staff) AD Level 2 res-f-ad2-308-all-deakin-staff@deakin.edu.au, VMP *VMP BL 5 54608. 54608@deakin.edu.au.
No venue could be secured for this time on the day for Warrnambool staff (apologies).

Please RSVP by Noon on Monday 27th June to Eva Wawruszak: eva.wawruszak@deakin.edu.au.

6. Other Matters

Thank you to those colleagues that have already responded and provided the following research information:

1: Any Accepted Publications: AGLC format: (apologies if you have previously provided this, however it may have been missed on earlier reports or not yet captured on DOR due to a lag);
2: Any Submitted manuscripts awaiting outcomes: including journal submitted to and date of submission; and
3: Any Revised and re-submitted manuscripts: including journal submitted to and date of re-submission.

Colleagues yet to respond: Please do so by July 1st.

Once again, your co-operation is much appreciated.

Kind Regards, Neera Bhatia.